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PROF. W. T. HOWARD:

Dear Sir,-Permit

us in the name of the Graduating

Class to request a

copy of your Valedictory Address for publication, in order that we may at
once express our high regard for the author and our appreciation of the
merit of his Address.
Very respectfully, yours,
JAMES D. MONCl]RE,
L. McLANE TIFFANY,
EUGENE CORDEI;L,
W. S. SlIIPLEY,
GUY HOLLIDAY,
L. A. WARE,

R. C. SMITH,

Comm.ittee.

BALTIMORE,March 5, 1868.
GENTLEMEN:
Please accept my thanks for your kind note, requesting, in behalf of the
It was so hastily

Graduating Class, a copy of my Address for publication.

written, I submit it to your disposal with diffidence.
Be assured of a warm return of the sentiments expressed for me, and of
my earnest wishes for your happiness and success in life.
Very truly and respectfully, yours,

W. T. HOWARD.
Messrs. JAMES D. MONCURE,
L. McLANE TIFFANY,
EUGENE CORDELL,
W. S. SHIPLEY,

,
l-

GUY HOLLIDAY,

\1'_1
\or:

L. A. WARE,

Co\\.

It.

C. SMITH,

Committee.
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ADDRESS .
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GENTLEMEN:

The great want of a memorable monarch of old, was the
discovery of a new pleasure.
The great want of the more
sensible portion of mankind, is a discovery of the means of
relief from pain and suffering. Since the day that sin
"brought death into the world and all our woe," every
human being has gone forth, like the first great exile and
wanderer, bearing about in his person, wherever his footsteps turned, the elements of disease and decay, and quickening, at every step, the process of those marvellous functions which, in supporting life, expend the forces of nature,
and themselves expire. Nothing in the diversified panorama of Milton's immortal poem, fills the mind with more
horror, or touches the heart with more tender pity, than
the scene in which the angel, ascending with Adam the
loftiest hill of Paradise, unfolds to his view the future consequences of his' fall.
"Immediately a place
Before his eyes appeared, sad, noisome, dark,
A lazar-house it seemed; wherein were laid
Numbers of all diseased; all maladies
Of ghastly spasm, or racking torture, qualms
Of heart-sick agony, all fev'rous kinds,
Convulsions, epilepsies, fierce catarrhs,
Intestine stone and ulcer, colic pangs,
Demoniac frenzy, moping melancholy,
And moon-struck madness, pining atrophy,
Marasmus, and wide-wasting pestilence,
Dropsies and asthmas, and joiut racking rheums.
Dire was the tossing, deep the groans: Despair
Tended the sick, busiest, from couch to couch;
And over them triumphant Death his dart
Shook, but delayed to strike, though oft invoked
With vows, as their chief good and final hope."
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This lazar-house of disease, gentlemen, is the scene you
have chosen in which to labor in life. To prepare yourselves for this sphere of usefulness, you have toiled through
the intricacies of a complex science, and have now arrived
at the goal of your long-cherished hopes. In the name of
the Faculty of the University of Maryland, I greet you as
Doctors of Medicine, and bid you welcome to our common
brotherhood.
The hand offellowship which we hold out to
you, however, must also bid you farewell; but before parting, established usage enjoins the propriety of addressing
you a few remarks: words of cheer or warning, or at least
some thoughts suggested by the relations we have borne to
you.
The origin of that peculiar significance which each character bears among men, the source of that definite form
which each individual life eventually assumes, will often be
found to lie within its early history.
We can frequently
predict) with a high degree of certainty, what a man's success will be, under any given circumstances, if we know
the principles by which he is governed. Accidents may
modify, and unexpected influences may neutralize or assist
their effect in the progress of years; but, generally speaking, the fact of dependence and of moral causation has
almost the constancy of a universal law. The future is not
the result of caprice or accident. It is the product of elements which exist in a man's early life, and his youth will
frequently be found to contain the germ, and to furnish the
interpretation of his future character.
Let me enjoin it upon you, then, at this starting point,
to adopt such maxims and rules of conduct as may have a
controlling influence over your future lives. Singleness of
purpose in pursuing a worthy aim, joined to stnmgth of
will, if not rewarded by success in the attainment of the
object desired, will at least promote that steadiness of conduct which confers dignity and enforces respect, no matter
what the circumstances may be.
For the successful prosecution of Medicine, it is especially
important that you should form some definite plan to which
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you rigidly adhere. You have chosen a profession so farreaching in its scope and nature that mere desultory effort
can never effect its highest aims and purposes.
The art of healing is coeval with disease. It is derived
from an instinct implanted in man, and which may be observed in the brutes.
We do not know when Medicine
became a distinct profession. In the earliest records of civilized beings, it is found already in existence. It is said
Joseph" commanded the physicians to embalm his father,"
thus proving that physicians were a recognized class before
the Hebrews were grown into a nation.
We have no authentic history of Medicine before it was developed into a
science and an art. The works of Hippocrates form the
first written record.
He died about three hundred and
seventy years before the Christian era, and is the only medical author whose writings have been preserved till the time
of Galen, who flourished six hundred years afterwards.
Medicine received a new impulse at the discovery of the art
of printing, and it is from that period that we can trace its
slow and painful steps, impeded by prejudice and superstition, and its progress checked by ignorance of' those collateral sciences, a knowledge of which was necessary to its
further development.
I will not pretend to draw an outline of the arduous exertions it required, through successive ages, to bring the
varieties of human suffering into arrangement, form and
order, and to ascertain methods of treatment.
The result
of these labors has been the system of Medicine of which
you have just been pronounced Doctors.
Man, physically and morally, is in a state of degeneracy
or deprivation. The instinct to regain his former paradise
of health, happiness and dominion which he has forfeited,
is the hidden impulse that inspires all his activity.
The
mode of alleviating pain and averting death was one of the
first subjects of his inquiry.
The complicated machinery of'
life attracted his earnest attention, and to discover its laws
and processes, all nature has been interrogated and required
to yield up its secrets. That day of creative miracle, when
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mind and matter were united in the bonds of a strange
wedlock, revealed to his intellect a. mysterious problem,
which, it is probable, no finite mind can ever thoroughly
understand.
Science, with profane hand, seemed almost to
raise "a corner of the veil" which hides the secret of the
creative energy, when the microscope revealed to the curious gaze the primordial embryonic atom, almost at its first
conception. The first faint impulse of a new existence,
about to repeat that ever wonderful miracle, the incarnation
of spi rit, seemed almost presented to the eye. But here
human intelligence pauses. The voice of God says again,
as of old, to the encroaching waves: "Hitherto shalt thou
come, but no farther."
Whatever may be the essence of
life, be it agent or endowment, it is only known by its
phenomena.
But thwarted in discovering this principle, man's enterprise has not been extinguished, but only transferred to observing vitality in all its various manifestations.
He has
looked into that wonderful laboratory, where chemical action prepares the material of organized structure, and where
vital force creates from these materials corpuscles, cells)
blood) tissue, organs, forming that crowning piece of mechanism, the human body. Its complicated structure of bones,
cartilages and ligaments, its delicate tissues and their individual functions have been explored; the blood vessels have
been traced through their most exquisite ramifications, and
the blood globules measured; that ,admirable apparatus,
the nervous system, has been studied, and those fairy-like
pearly threads, the nerves, have been followed through all
their labyrinthine windings from their starting points to all
parts of the body; every arachnean membrane, however
minute, has been unfolded; even the gossamer filaments of
the epithelium have been descried; and that perfect dioptric instrument, the human eye, has been explored to the
most hidden recesses of its crystal depths.
After an acquaintance with this mysterious temple in its
perfect strength and integrity, inquiry was naturally directed to its impairment and destruction by disease. There

may bea picturesque beauty in those grand old ruins of
castles wrought by human hands; but how much more interesting and instructive is the ruin of that noble fabric
which was made after God's own image.
It is beside my purpose, in this poor and partial sketch)
even to enumerate what is embraced by all the relations of
the medical sciences. Suffice it to say that in no other department of learning has greater progress been made, and
if the investigation is yet incomplete, it is because the field
of inquiry is almost without limit. What you have learned
in this institution should be to you but the foundation for
future accumulations of knowledge.
Without diligence
and constant study, you will soon be left behind by the advances of science. The age in which we live seems to be a
culminating period, and the great focal centre of human
progress. This progress consists of improvements, not in
the fine arts or metaphysics, but in mechanics, and in those
chemical and physical sciences which form an integral part
of Medicine.
You can aspire to no higher aim in learning than in the
endeavor to make yourselves familiar with anyone of the
branches embraced by your profession, nor can you propose
to attain a more elevated standard of character than that of
a physician when developed to all its capable and appropriate uses. The physician seeks to understand and to regulate the laws and phenomena of vitality; he is the pilot,
who guides the frail barque of human life through innumerable obstacles and perils, to the peaceful haven of health
and safety. He is the high priest who enters into the most
sacred precincts of domestic life. No secret so inviolate
which is not confided to him. Do not, then, consider that
a light officewhich summons you to minister, as apostles of
science, to the most trying exigencies of human life; to
watch over the first day-spring of existence, and the last
gleam of its setting sun; to keep vigil at the couch of genius, and mark the wayward flickerings of its sacred fire;
to cheer the soul under its acute sufferings, and alleviate
the decay of nature.
Hence, the physician ought to be a
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type and representative of refinement and purity, and of
whatever promotes the cause of humanity in learning,
charity, or religion.
And there is no profession or calling
which offers more numerous examples than does the medical profession of men who may be cited as models of imitation in all these respects.
Medicine, also, has its heroes. It is not, however, on the
battle-field that physicians find an arena on which to exhibit the magnanimity of true courage; though even there
they are found heedless of danger whenever duty to the
wounded calls them. Some have even given up their professional titles, and are only known to us by names associated with military renown. But it is "where the pestilence walketh in darkness and the destruction wasteth at
noon-day," and death in its most appalling form meets
him at every turn, that the physician manifests the true
spirit of heroism.
Madame de Genlis relates the story of one who, for the
benefit of his native city, became an example of self-devotion parallel to that of the Roman Curtius.
When the
plague, at one time, raged so violently at Marseilles that a
funeral was encountered at every step, and the city became
a desert, the physicians decided that the malady had a peculiar and mysterious character, which a post-mortem examination alone might develop. A dead pause succeeded this
fatal declaration.
Suddenly, a Surgeon named Guyon, in
the prime of life, and of great celebrity, rose and declared
his determination to devote himself to the safety of his
country.
Animated by all the sublime energy religion can
inspire, he acted up to his words. He accomplished the
dreadful task, and recorded his observations.
Then, seeking the lazaretto, in twelve hours he died-a death a thousand times more glorious than that of the warrior who
rushes upon the enemy's ranks, inspired and sustained by
the admiration of a whole army.
Akin to this spirit of noble self-devotion, is that scientific
enthusiasm, which, in order to determine the contagiousness
of diptheria, impelled Trousseau and Raymon to inoculate
their own throats with diptheritic exudation.
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I might cite examples without number, where physicians
have sacrificed themselves in their efforts to relieve suffering.
I hope none of you may be cut off in such a contingency;
but the possibility is involved in the duties you voluntarily
assume when you are pronounced Doctors of Medicine.
And if the choice has to be made between risk of life and
desertion of duty, I trust not one of you will hesitate between them.
A high standard of medical character, which combines
at once the gentle and the heroic, involves the practice of
every virtue; and one of these has peculiar claims on the
members of our profession. Among the great and gifted
in the annals of medicine, there is a name whose fame had
travelled so far and wide, that a Chinese mandarin wrote to
him with this address: "To Boerhave, the celebrated physician of Europe."
There has come down from him a simple saying, which furnishes a strong incentive to the practice of benevolence, and is a noble -illustration of his regard
for that virtue. "The poor," said Boerhave, "were his
best patients, for God would be the paymaster."
The lesson
inculcated in this remark, apart from its humanity and the
practice of that charity which is the eminent virtue of the
medical profession, should not be lost upon you; for, if the
poor are not able to pay you for your services, you will
acquire additional experience by attending upon them, and
thus lay the foundation for your professional success. It is
well known that nearly all the improvements in the practical branches of our profession are made by observations in
eleemosynary institutions.
Sydenham, the English Hippocrates, practiced chiefly among the poor, and made those
faithful portraitures of disease which have placed his name
among the most illustrious in our long line of great and
good men.
I cannot impress you too strongly with that reticence
with regard to the history of your patients, which should
characterize the conduct of every practitioner.
There
is a kind of sanctity that attaches to the position of
family physiciau in that, like a priest at the confessional,
he is intrusted with secrets that are revealed to no other
2
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mortal ear. Can any oath, with sanctions however great
and sacred, make the obligation of secrecy more binding
than the delicate nature of the confidence ought naturally
to inspire in the mind of a man of honor?
Such secrets
should not be breathed to the dearest friend.
Nothing
inspires a community with a clearer sense of the want of
moral rectitude in a physician than to hear him gossiping
about the domestic affairs of his patients, or about the
diseases with which they are afflicted. Much temptation is .
offered to violate this necessary reserve, for it sometimes
requires the utmost ingenuity to evade questions which are
at variance with all propriety.
It is perfectly legitimate
and proper for inquiries to be made of the physioian with
respect to the danger to life, and such inquiries should
always be answered in a polite and obliging manner; but
questions asked in regard to the nature of the illness, save
by those nearly allied. by ties of consanguinity or of the
closest intimacy, are usually but the promptings of an intrusive curiosity, which should not be gratified.
If you are enthusiastic votaries of the profession, and I
hope you are, you will often have your sensibilities shocked
by finding the objects of your faith and veneration treated
with ridicule and sarcasm, and often much that is thought
to be absurd in medicine is, by the law of elective affinities,
transferred to the physician himself. Physicians have ever
been the theme of the satirist.
It is said that when one of
the Popes (Adrian) died, who was unpopular with the people) his physician's door was garlanded with flowers, and
this inscription added: "To the deliverer of his country"an ovation, which few medical attendants would be willing
to receive) much less to deserve.
But it is not only the witty and facetious who have made
themselves merry at the expense of our profession. Wise
men have also made it a target for the arrows of their
sarcasm. Addison had so depreciating an estimate of the
Faculty, that he thought the population of a country was
in an inverse ratio to its number of physicians, and said,
when a nation abounds in Doctors, it grows thin of people.
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This body he compares to the British army in Csesar's time,
" some of them slay in chariots and some on foot."
Napoleon, too, whether by conviction or caprice, it is not
certain which, sometimes expressed an opinion of the resources of Medicine not much more flattering.
He said to
one of his physicians (Dr. Antommarchi):
"Life is a fortress that neither you nor I know anything about; why
throw obstacles in the way of its defence" ?
The uncertainty and inefficiency of Medicine is not only
a subject of amusing pastime for the humorist) and a theme
for the philosopher, but you must not be surprised to have
your own faith sometimes tried by failure when you most
confidently expected success. How can it be otherwise?
Imperfection belongs to all natural science, and when we
consider the immense number of complex and obscure facts
combined in the science of life, and the numerous elements
of a subtle and recondite nature which are united to constitute disease, we cannot wonder that its conclusions are not
always as infallible as a mathematical
demonstration.
There are also individual idiosyncracies unsuspected and
impossible to be detected, except by their effects, which powerfully modify diseases independent of other difficulties. And
some diseases are fatal, not through ignorance of the physician, or inefficiency of medical art, but through their own
nature and constitution.
Let not medical science be blamed
for what is beyond human skill. We might as well insist
on an antidote for the fatal effects of the rope which is performing the decree of public justice.
Linneeus affirms, in his beautiful science, that "nature
is always like herself."
Within certain limits, the laws of
phyeicalscience are positive and absolute.
From this constancy we deduce laws and principles.
But Medicine, from
the frequent conjunction of dissimilar diseases which intermingle and modify each other, and from the action of numerous agencies which, with our present means of investigation, cannot always be analyzed, seems to form an exception to the law of constant and fixed phenomena.
This
exception, however, is often rather apparent than real.
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The phenomena of both normal and abnormal action approximate more nearly to this law of immntability than
has been generally supposed, and the variableness, confined
within certain limits, is frequently capable of being computed. Were not this so, there could be no such thing as
science in Physiology or Pathology.
Oomplete accuracy in
medical deduction, at the present stage of our knowledge,
we do not profess; still, the certainty is as great as in any
other avocation or pursuit with which it may be fairly compared, and as advances are made in collateral sciences, we
will arrive at greater precision, and who can say that perfect exactitude may not be attained at last?
Indeed, so much is already certainly known, that no one
intellect, however capacious, can master it; so that specialists are necessarily constantly multiplying; and much of
the uncertainty with which we are constantly chargeel, is
justly attributable to the ignorance of the physician of wellestablished truths.
You need not wonder at the opinion entertained of the
medical art, as then practiced, by so great an intellect as
that of Napoleon.
'Fhe established therapeutics of that
period aimed at the relief of local morbid impressions by
subtracting from the force of the entire organism by general
depletion, or from the affected part by topical means. Men
had not only to contend against disease, but too often
against the remedies to which they were subjected for its
cure. If the sick escaped the sanguinary offices of the
lancet and the leech, and then survived the exhaustive effects of emetic and cathartic agents, intended to eliminate
a suspected morbific poison from the system, they were
afterwards doomed to a regimen of dietetic strictness that
almost amounted to starvation.
Can it be wondered at that
the aged and the young, the fragile, the tender and the
delicate, often succumbed to such treatment?
This mode
of practice, though less dangerous in the strong and robust,
was never, in fact, based on true scientific principles even
for them; for, where it is necessary to deplete, whether upon
the so-called anti-phlogistic or upon mechanical principles,
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there is nothing incompatible with either view in sustaining
the vital forces by suitable food.
There have been many and great improvements in therapeutics during the past twenty-five years, and in nothing is
this more apparent than in the more restricted use of violent and dangerous remedies. Chomels golden rule, that
it is only the second law of therapeutics to do good, the
first being not to do harm, is becoming a governing rule of
action.
By the progress made in the different sciences, and by
the invention of instruments, a great revolution has occurred in modern Medicine in all of its practical branches;
Physical derangements, which were formerly only conjecture, are now positively demonstrated by chemical tests and
the use of instruments which were formerly unknown, and
by improvements in those already known. In consequence,
former opinions have not unfrequently been proven to be
unfounded, and some of the theories which we now hold
may soon be seen to be erroneous in the light of new discoveries. Still, we should not accept the dicta of professional theories, however ingenious or plausible, when they
are at variance with what seems to be immemorial observation and experience, unless they are established by incontrovertible facts.
You will have to be no less cautious against the inferences
of observation.
The senses require to be taught and trained
before they can receive proper impressions, or before reliance
can be placed upon their testimony.
vVe know that the
Bun seems to rise in the East and set in the West, when, in
point of fact, nothing is more untrue.
And those beautiful
and curious phenomena-the
Fata 1Jlorgana-seem to the
eye to fill the sea and air with fairy-like arches and castles,
superb palaces and towers, valleys and plains, herds and
flocks, all distinctly delineated; but Science teaches that
these are optical illusions, depending upon variations in the
refractive power of the atmosphere, which may be proved
by actual experiment.
The intellect-the
reason is the test of truth.
'I'he senses
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are the slaves, who wait upon the mind, which sits as a
Judge deciding upon impressions, and detecting the true
from the false. The Judge, who is to discover the truth of
complex medical facts and phenomena, must be no ignorant,
prejudiced partisan, biased by preconceived opinions. He
must be richly endowed, and largely stored with the wisdom of the past) and the rapidly accumulating information
of the present, capable of labored induction, and quick to
detect the relations between seemingly dissimilar things.
Few minds, you may think, can attain this standard of
qualification for the discovery of truth.
Let not this pic.
ture discourage you. If I seem to describe the attributes
of genius, or qualities which can be acquired only by a
happy combination of circumstances, and that cultivation,
which presumes the possession of ample means, while possibly, in some instances, Y011rpowers of intellect may be
moderate, your opportunities for future improvement small,
and your positions in life cast far away from great cities,
with their hospitals for the collection of those extensive
series of facts from which laws and principles are deduced,
I would again recommend to you that resolute will and
that singleness of purpose, which will make up for much
mental inferiority) and for most every other deficiency. I
would remind you that Hippocrates gathered his knowledge
in towns too small to support a single physician, and that
Jenner made his wonderful discovery while practising
among the dairy farms of Gloucestershire.
Achievements
of the highest order are to be accomplished only by the
gifted few; but valuable observations may be made, and
valuable facts gathered, and valuable truths discovered or
illustrated, and enforced by all.
In entering upon the duties of the profession, you should
make it an invariable rule to investigate as thoroughly as
possible every case that comes under your care. In the be·
ginning of your professional career, and for some years
afterwards, it is not probable that your time will be wholly
engrossed by its practical duties, and you will have ample
leisure to study diligently all your cases, and record and
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compare the results of your observations.
In this way you
will soon acquire valuable experience in regard to the diseases most prevalent in the circle of your practice, which,
being accurately noted down at the time of its acquisition,
will always be available.
It is not a large number of cases
carelessly observed, and committed only to the treacherous
custody of the memory, but the comparatively few that are
carefully observed, duly recorded and well studied that
contribute, with the great established principles of medi-cine, to form the enlightened and successful practitioner.
Hence, it is the greatest number of well-collected facts,
carefully observed and accurately recorded, that truly constitutes experience, whether they have been gathered in five
years or forty. You must seek for truth in the clear light
of patient and unbiassod observation, and listen attentively
to the voice of nature, whose testimony, if properly interpreted, is ever to be trusted.
It is thus that the pictures of
disease drawn by Hippocrates, Aritseus, and Sydenham
shine even yet through the dim vista of retreating ages in
the fresh glowing colors of truth, and are mainly distorted
or unnatural only where they were touched by the shadowy
hues of conjecture. This is the solid basis of tho medical
sciences in our time-exact
and careful observation, rejecting fanciful hypotheses and ingenious speculations as inadmissible elements.
In going forth from these halls, clothed with the highest
honors of this time-honored University, whose diplomas are
everywhere respected both at home and abroad, your Alma
Mater expects everyone of you to march steadily onward
from this grand starting-point, and eagerly enter upon the
race with usefulness and distinction as your goal. Do not
waste your leisure in the idle and desultory manner so dangerously incident to early professional life, and shun that
light, promiscuous reading, which, so far from enriching and
invigorating, debilitates and debauches the mind, and at
best, only enables it to cast a flimsy veil of superficial polish
and pretension over conversation and the written page. Do
not expend your energies and dissipate your minds in the
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petty squabbles of local politics and neighborhood feuds,
and the baneful gossip of society; and avoid those expensive and destructive habits of vicious indulgence, which,
formed round the card-table and the decanter, seem to assume a fatal fascination for the unfortunate victim.
But casting aside these things as paltry and pestilential,
earnestly study, compare, and record the phenomena, the
causes, and the courses of disease occurring in your daily
practice; upon the data thus treasured, throw the light of
the recorded experience and discoveries of others, ardent
co-workers in the same great field; diligently eliminate
and classify the reliable results of your own observations,
and add further to your accumulated and increasing information by keeping pace with the progress of medical science
and literature, in this country and in Europe, as developed
in the best current works of eminent authors, and in that
rich source of quick intelligence, medical and scientific Reviews. Thus, day by day, you will grow fond and fonder
of your noble calling; you will become strong and stronger
in that just and wise confidence which is inspired only by
certain and assured knowledge and experience; new and
brilliant successes will gladden your professional career;
fame, and, perhaps, fortune will crown your toils; and,
while neglecting none of the obligations of.good citizenship
or of social life, you will enhance your own substantial
prosperity and happiness, augment the usefulness, and elevate the dignity of the Medical Profession.
I feel that I need not dwell upon the importance of the
aims you have undertaken.
To relieve pain, to preserve'
health, to save life: no language can convey more irresistibly to the mind, than this simple statement of your duties,
a sense of the great responsibility you incur by assuming
the title with which you have been honored. It gives you
a position of such value, that it is worth any sacrifice of
ease or pleasure to fit yourselves for the faithful discharge
of its obligations.
The devotion of all your faculties, let
me repeat, are required, or you will be guilty of a great
moral wrong. It is not the risk of treasures of gold and
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silver that is to be committed to you. It is life, with all
its attendant blessings. Cherish, then, a high conception
of your office, and let not a mere mercenary spirit desecrate
the gifts of intellect, energy and youth) which you consecrate to it. You are not mere hucksters in the pursuit of
gain, but men destined for a noble calling, whose purpose
is to obviate life's greatest ills.
Our lots have been cast in very degenerate times. It
will be difficult not to be infected by the corruption around
you. Vice is hydra-headed, and multiplies itself in every
form. Wrong creates a spirit of retaliation, and the tender
blossoms of mercy, charity and peace rarely spring from
violence, injustice and injury. But there is a principle in
good which is stronger than evil, or the injunction never
would have been given, "overcome evil with good." We
look to the educated young men of this generation to oppose
an irresistible barrier to the awful perversion of morals
which now pervades the country. Fresh from the studies
of a profession, whose leading spirits are hallowed by every
virtue that adorns, and every dignity that ennobles character, we bid you go forth to resist the evil by the mighty
potency of good examples.
In conclusion, I cannot recommend a more appropriate
rule of conduct for the guidance of your daily lives than
that contained in the Scriptural injunction: "Whatsoever
things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever
things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever
things are lovely) whatsoever things are of good report-if
there be any virtue, and if there be any praise, think on
these things."
Gentlemen, farewell I

